Name: ________________________________

Chapters 14 - 20

1.

To Stanley's surprise the Warden was a ___________________________ .

2.

What was the reward for X-Ray's discovery?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

3.

How does the Warden know all the boys' names?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

4.

What did Stanley realize was the real reason for digging holes?
a. to build character

b. to look for something

c. for water

d. for punishment
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Name: _________________________________

Chapters 14 - 20
5.

6.

What did Zero ask Stanley to teach him?
a. how to count

b. how to make friends

c. how to read

d. how to be kind

What happened when Stanley got the sunflower seeds? How did he try to cover it up?
________________________________________________________________________________________

_____

___________________________________________________________________________________________

7.

What made the Warden's jar of nail polish special, and what did the Warden do to
Stanley after applying it?
________________________________________________________________________________________

_____

___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

8.

How did the Warden punish Mr. Sir for bringing Stanley to her office over the sunflower
seeds?
___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Chapters 14 - 20

1.

To Stanley's surprise the Warden was a woman.

2.

What was the reward for X-Ray's discovery?
The reward for X-Ray's discovery was that he was able to stop working for the day,
take a double shower, and get clean clothes. The other boys in the group were then
able to have their canteens filled a second time.

3.

How does the Warden know all the boys' names?
The Warden knew all the boys' names because she watched them all the time. Stanley
was told that she has microphones and cameras all over the place so she knows what
they're doing at all times.

4.

What did Stanley realize was the real reason for digging holes? b
a. to build character

b. to look for something

c. for water

d. for punishment
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ANSWER KEY

Chapters 14 - 20
5.

6.

What did Zero ask Stanley to teach him? c
a. how to count

b. how to make friends

c. how to read

d. how to be kind

What happened when Stanley got the sunflower seeds? How did he try to cover it up?
When Stanley got the sunflower seeds he spilled them all over his hole. He tried to
sweep them back into his sack but realized that wasn’t working so he started covering
the bag and seeds with dirt. However, that didn't work out too well for him either.

7.

What made the Warden's jar of nail polish special, and what did the Warden do to
Stanley after applying it?
The Warden's nail polish was a special blend that she had to make herself. It contained
Rattlesnake venom. She informed him that dry, the nail polish was harmless but wet it
was toxic. She applied a coat then ran her nail down Stanley's face and his skin
immediately started tingling. She then touched the wound behind his ear and the
sharp sting of pain caused him to jump back.

8.

How did the Warden punish Mr. Sir for bringing Stanley to her office over the sunflower
seeds?
The Warden punished Mr. Sir for bringing Stanley to her office over sunflower seeds by
striking him across his face and leaving three big long lines of venomous red nail polish
down his cheek. Mr. Sir screamed, and rolled around in pain, his body filled with agony.
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